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SERVICE CLASSIFICATION No. 16 - Continued

Monthly Standby Gas Service rates and charges are as follows:

Standby Commodity Gas Charges

For all Customers, a commodity charge equal to the Company's Actual Monthly ICOG will be
applied to each therm of gas actually supplied by the Company.

CITY GATE BALANCING

Customer shall be responsible for delivery each day to the Company of a quantity of gas equal to
the ADDQ.

A) Each day, Customer shall nominate and schedule deliveries of gas to the Company in an
amount equal to the Customer's ADDQ.  If the total quantity of gas delivered by
Customer to the Company on any day is within ±2% of Customer's ADDQ for such day,
and Customer has met its nomination and scheduling obligations hereunder then,

1) In the event that the total quantity of gas delivered is more than Customer's
ADDQ, the company shall credit the Customer a per therm amount equal to the
Company's Monthly Average Commodity Cost of Gas multiplied by the difference
between (I) the total quantity of gas delivered by Customer to the Company on
such day and (ii) Customer's ADDQ for such day, bringing the imbalance in
Customer's ADDQ to zero each day.

2) In the event that the total quantity of gas delivered is less than Customer's ADDQ,
Customer shall pay the Company a per therm charge equal to the Company's
Actual Monthly ICOG multiplied by the difference between (I) Customer's ADDQ
for such day and (ii) the total quantity of gas delivered by Customer to the
Company on such day, bringing the imbalance in Customer's ADDQ to zero each
day.
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